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A. PHONETICS (2.0 ms)
I. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others.(1.0m)
1. A. agency
2. A. detective
3. A. preservation
4. A. preserve
5. A. advantage
Your answer:
Question
Answer

B. memory
B. completely
B. dictation
B. tropical
B. authority

1

2

C. influence
C. regional
C. reservation
C. climate
C. government

3

D. encounter
D. campaign
D. liberation
D. limit
D. intention

4
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II. Find the words which has a different sound in the part underlined. (1.0m)
1. A. wrong
2. A. unite
3. A. cupboard
4. A. east
5. A. similarly

B. wrap
B. uniform
B. map
B. seat
B. win

C. write
C. untie
C. Prince
C. great
C. criteria

D. worth .
D. union .
D. people.
D. lead.
D. dim.

1

Your answer:
Question
Answer

1

2

3

4

5

B. VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURES (8.0 ms)
I. Choose the best words or phrases to complete the sentences below (2.0 ms)
1. I will do any thing but ………….. the dishes.
A. wash
B. washed
C. washing
D. will wash
2……. is normally used to refer to the treatment and training of the child within the home.
A. Feeding
B. Mothering
C. Upbringing
D. educating
3 .It is essential that he ………………. that contract.
A. refuse
B. refuses
C. refusing
D. is refusing
4. Drinking and smoking will do great harm..............people's health.
A. to
B. for
C. with
D. in
5. Either of these buses………………… past the university.
A. go
B. goes
C. have gone
D . going
6.

¾ means……………………..

A. third quarters
B. three quarters
C .three fourth
D. third fourth
7. It is recommended that he ………………. this course.
A. took
B. takes
C. take
D. taking
8. He was the first person………. the fire.
A. discover
B. to discover
C. discovering
D. discovered
9 .His roses won the first ………………. in the local flower competition.
A. prize
B. award
C. cup
D. reward
10. She burst into …………… when she opened the letter.
A. crying
B. sadness
C. misery
D. tears
Your answer:
Question
1
2
3
4
5
Answer
Question
6
7
8
9
10
Answer
II. Put the correct verb forms of the verb in brackets. (2.0 ms)
1. Can’t you see that I’m busy (write)………………….?
2. I object to (treat)……………………… like this.
3. This book was written by a famous writer. It is worth (read)……………..
4. Helen was the last applicant (interview) ……………………
5. Neither his friends nor Minh never (see)…………… any UFOs
2

Your answer:
Question
1
Answer

2

3

4

5

III. Put the words in brackets into correct forms (2.0 ms)
1. Tom spoke ……………because he was so excited. (BREATHE)
2. Jim’s………………….f the crime only made matters worse. (DENY)
3. Do you ever suffer from……………………. (BORE)
4. Most people agree that Christmas has become too …………….. (COMMERCE)
5. My …………. for your skill is great.
(ADMIRE)
6. The government has promised to deal with the problem of ………… ….among young
people. (EMPLOY)
7. As she is so ………with her present job she has decided to leave. (SATISFACTION)
8. There’s a lot of …………… in the show business.
(COMPETE)
9. This matter is very …. ……Don’t discuss it outside the office.
(CONFIDENCE)
10. The weather was terrible, so we had a very ………. holiday.
(PLEASE)
Your answer:
Question
Answer
Question
Answer

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

IV. Fill in each blank with one suitable preposition. (2.0 ms)
1. She was laid ………..for weeks ……………a slipped disk.
2. There is no cue ……….. baldness except a wig.
3. That tie doesn’t go ……… that suit.
4. He looked down ………………. is less fortunate neighbors.
Your answer:
Question
Answer

1

2

3

4

C. READING (6.0 ms)
I. Read the passage and use your own suitable words to fit each blank :( 3.0 ms)
“If parents bring up a child (1)…………the sole aim of turning the child into a genius, they
will (2)………………a disaster. According to several scientists, this is one of the biggest
mistakes which ambitious parents (3)……….. Generally, the child will be only
(4)…………aware of what his parents expect, and will fail. Unrealistic parental
(5)……………can cause great damage to children. However, (6)…………….parents are not
3

too unrealistic about what they expect their children to do, but are ambitious in a sensible way,
the child may succeed (7)…………………doing very well – especially if the parents are very
supportive of their child. Michael is very lucky. He is crazy about music, and his parents help
him a lot by (8)……………him to concerts and arranging private piano and violin lessons for
him. They even drive him 50 kilometers twice a week (9)………………….violin lessons.
Michael’s mother knows very little about music, but his father plays the trumpet in a large
orchestra. However, he never makes Michael enter music competitions if he
is(10)……………...”
Your answer:
1. with
2. cause
3. make
4. too
5. expectations
6. if
7. in
8. taking
9. for
10. unwilling
II. Read the text and choose the best answer for each gap (3.0 ms)
A. mainly worked in agriculture whereas
B. many of the characteristics of their forefathers
C. changes all over the world
D. transforming into an entirely
E. facets of life that still resemble
F. people are more likely to be employed
From the 20th to the 21st century, there have been significant (1)…………………….
Substantial differences are evident between the way we live today, and the way we lived a
century ago. Vietnam is no exception although there are some (2)………………………the way
of life of the twentieth century.
Living in Vietnam today differs greatly from the lifestyle of 100 years ago. People in the
past (3)…………………….today there are significantly less people working in this sector of
the economy. These days, by comparison, (4)…………………………in manufacturing and
tourism than in the rice fields. Moreover, Vietnam, which was traditionally agrarian, is
(5)………………………different country. While agriculture is still an important component of
the Vietnamese economy, other enterprises are accounting for an increasing amount of
economic activity.
However, along with the differences, similarities also exist. The people of Vietnam have
retained(6)………………………….. The Vietnamese people are as friendly today as they were
in the past. This is best exemplified in the way they welcome foreigners to their unique
country..
Your answer:
1

2

3

4

5

6

4

D. WRITING (4.0 ms)
I. Rewrite the second sentence so that it has the similar meaning to the original one.
Use the cues given.(2.0 ms)
1. He not only failed in his exam but also had a road accident.
- Not only....................................................................................................................................
2. Lan did not reach home until midnight.
- It.................................................................................................................................
3. They had hardly left home when it started to rain.
- No sooner............................................................................................................................................................................
4. You can use my car, but have to keep it carefully.
- Provided..................................................................................................................................................
5. We really must discuss this again.
- It’s important that............................................................................................................................................
II. Write a short passage ( about 150-250 words) to talk about what career you would
like to choose in the future. ( 2.0 ms )
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THE END –
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